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Workforce Innovation: 
Retaining & Re-Recruiting your Business Office
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Octavia and Jon- Welcome to our audience, thank you for being here with us segue into learning objections 
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Learning Objectives
At the end of the session, you will be able to:
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Recall your introduction to “re-recruiting” 
and identify what exactly is “re-recruiting” 

Recognize opportunities to 
implement alternative staffing 
strategies to support business 
operations and reduce stress on 
your teams

Discuss realistic practices for re-
recruiting key staff and building an 
office culture that retains 
employees

Recognize industry practices on 
recruiting, retention and how 
internal equity plays a role in 
retention and resignations

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
JONThis session is designed for Higher Ed leaders, leading the Business office. Learn how re-recruiting your team leads to retention of staff and increases your competitive edge.Leaders will hear:  Jon transitions to Octavia...
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Workforce Statistics & Market Data
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
More than likely the Great Resignation peaked its ugly head into your institution, in one way or another….In 2022, 4.2M workers quit in the U.S. while only 1.5M were laid off.Let’s discuss some market data that will set the tone for our time together today….
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Talent Market turn-over
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
OCTAVIALet’s start with the top reasons employees quit in 2022, and this is as reported by the Bureau of Labor Statistics:Lack of career advancement, low pay and feeling disrespected at work top the list! Lack of career advancement opportunities; long gone are the days when an employee stays in one position for 15-20 years; Feeling disrespected at work (this is a such a huge topic-we can spend hours on) but for today- employees want to feel a sense of belonging; micro-aggressions and feeling excluded at work, are impacting institutions-this of course leads to loss in performance, which then leads to employee turnoverPoor work/life balance and caregiver fatigue (if you didn’t know-the U.S. is in a childcare crisis;160k childcare programs and facilities have closed their doorsCompany culture and finding a new purpose: employees are hungry to find cultures that align with their personal beliefs system. They are seeking a purposeful career and managers that share those systems.Now let’s look at Higher ed institutions compared to the national average on workforce statistics…
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Workforce Statistics
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
OctaviaU.S. Economy is projected to add an additional $8.3M jobs by 2030.....Employees headed into retirement, currently leads the workforce, which leads to an unprecedented amount of job opportunities. What we see from our clients consistently is the delay in workforce and succession planning. For example: waiting until their Controller is 4 weeks away from retirement to strategize on a transition plan.So how is your institution preparing?As you can see Higher Ed staff headed to retirement is 6% higher than the national average…. Staff that is mid-career is only slightly higher-with staff early in their career is comparable to the national average…Now, the retirement numbers in Higher Ed are staggering, and I believe it’s an opportunity to recognize the advantagesof the future of the workforce…. 
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• Baby Boomers
• Gen X 
• Millennials
• Gen Z

The future…
multi-generational workforce 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
OctaviaWhat we see here, is today’s workforce by generation….I just mentioned, professionals that are above the age of 55 is the largest workforce group-including professionals retiring by 2030….Now with job creation expected to reach new heights by 2030, the focus in creating opportunities for your employees couldn’t be more critical….Jon, as a talent partner, what is the top reason we hear candidates state as “why they are in the market” Answer: lack of career progression-there’s no room for growth….Continue on with workforce statistics Octavia to transition to JonTransition……..Jon and Octavia to “tease” re-recruiting and highlight the importance that while everyone is so frantic about recruiting, what are colleges/universities/organizations doing to make sure they are preventing their biggest assets from leaving…. Our biggest concern should be those who have already been hired and have 1-40+ years of “historic knowledge” Will lean on Octavia for a simile pertaining to “tenure” Tenure stems from higher ed, is there a way to bring our audience in and make it relatable to “everyday staff” 
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Retaining & Re-Recruiting Your 
Business Office
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Transition to Jon
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Re-Recruitment starts with…..
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
JONWhat is re-recruitment? Re-recruiting is different than retention which we will cover in a few….  Too late to act when an employee resigns…. Are your employees feeling the love, do they feel they are valued…. Evolution of mindset based on what is happening in the market… employees are responding differently than they did even 3 years ago…. DiversityBelonging & SafetyPay equityRecruiting in the current marketTimeline to hire-competitionInclusive interview process-long drawn-out processesDecision making ability toward innovationCompensation studies: comparisons and leverageAntiquated systems and technologyHigher Ed institutions- Where are you falling short?What sets your institute apartTenured employees vs. new employeesInternal equityTechnology and infrastructure 
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Polling Question- Grade Your Organization 
How would you grade your organization on your overall recruiting, 
selection, and retention strategies? 

• A+ We should be delivering the presentation today

• A We are a force and don’t struggle with recruiting or retention- our process is perfect

• B We are confident that we are good and are constantly examining our process

• C We get by, but could improve 

• D We really need to invest more time, resources, and effort in making changes

• F We haven’t changed anything since we broke ground 200 years ago 

9

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
JON to ask/read polling questionBefore we dive into some content, we would like to take an anonymous poll- ready to grade yourself?How would you grade your organization on your overall selection processA+ We should be delivering the presentation todayA We are a force and don’t struggle with recruiting or retention- our process is perfectB We are confident that we are good and are constantly examining our processC We get by, but could improve D We really need to invest more time, resources, and effort in making changesF We haven’t changed anything since we broke ground 200 years agoSpend a moment to review results, before transitioning to next slide.  
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What employees really want? 
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T R A N S P A R E N C Y

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Jon(humor) I so badly wanted to put a clipart ghost on this slide…..Has anyone been ghosted recently… If we had enough time we could do a session on ghosting, it is a two-way street….We work with several candidates and employees across multiple industries and their feedback is very consistent. When we ask “What is important to you as you embark on your search”  NUMBER ONE is always some form of TRANSPARENCY Clear Concise Communication and feedback almost always ranks atop the list- Why is communication so difficult? We get it, the least favorite part about a selection process is that you will have to let others down. Make a commitment when meeting candidates & current employees alike that at the end of the day there is only one opening, and unfortunately more people will be let go than hired or promotes… you can still promote a favorable experience by being human and letting candidates know this up front. If a decision has been made share the good/indifferent/unfavorable news so that candidates can learn and grow. Candidates would rather know they are not being moved forward so that they may focus on other opportunities and invest their time elsewhere.Smooth Selection Process- This is an area we see most organizations struggle. Too many people involved in the decision, only one person wants to be involved, and everything in between. Please think about structuring an equitable selection processes for different levels of prospective searches. For example, does a staff accountant need to go through the same process as a Controller? Does and HR Generalist need to be in a similar process to an HR Manager?  Culture has become one of the most important search criteria on the candidates mind. People genuinely want to work with people who come from different backgrounds, cultures, and have unique perspectives… Culture can build a more positive workplace, you are not alone so many Higher Ed Institutions along with other organizations are constantly working diligently to improve, it isn’t something that just happens, it takes time, and will change think of every person within a department or the organization as a whole as a variable- what happens when addition and subtraction take place???? How is your organization looking at culture and we are not talking about Free Lunch Thursdays or Jeans day Friday! Career Road Mapping- Are you outlying a clear path in your selection process? Is this even a focus point? Does this conversation even happen in the first 90 days of a new employee? Several candidates are visual and auditory learners, they want to envision the future. Making a concerted efforted allows the applicant to dream!  
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Key Practices: Universal to New and Existing 
Workforce 

Retention
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Octavia Intro 
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• Rewards and Recognition
o Referral programs to support 

recruitment
o Recognition programs

 Years of service
 Goals achievement
 Informal recognition (“shout 

outs”)
• Exit Interviews/Stay interviews
• Developing your managers
• Supporting learning paths and defining 

career paths
• Promote health and wellness

Retention – Keeping your most important resource
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
OctaviaOver the past few years, we’ve seen the word RETENTION leading the charge when it comes to workforce strategies.And I’m sure you’ve seen everything under the sun, but I’m here to tell you that when an employee has made up their mind to leave your organization-NOTHING will keep them. If they are a flight risk, it’s simple… it’s too late! You’ve loss the war….for example….Jon, I’m sure you’ve seen employers that counteroffer an employee when they’ve given notice- and there are instances where the staff member has accepted-correct? Jon (YES)-So Jon, please tell us the percentage of employees that are back in the market and how quickly: 50% of employees that accept a counteroffer are back in the market in 2 months!Do you think after a big breakup in a relationship that one last date will bring the relationship back to “the honeymoon phase” NO, NEVER, NOT! ______________________________________Formulating a Retention PlanTurn your entire workforce into a recruiting machine? Rewards and Recognition- What can you do to booster recognition? Do you know how members of your team like to be recognized? Just like people have a learning style, people have recognition styles too. A huge email to the company may work for some, but not all. Some just like the quiet pat on the back.... Recognition Programs- What do you for those hitting milestones? People remember those gifts, and appreciate them.Stay Interviews- These are CRITICAL!!! Stay interviews allow you to get real with those who you can't afford to lose. Understand what keeps them motivated, and what can be better. It has been shown that these stay interviews/retention interviews create better engagement and retention, while they are not always the ultimate solution, they play a big role…. These are typically conducted 1-2x per year and are done in a 1:1 setting, they also have another huge benefit which is bringing leaders and their workforce closer together in a personal and professional manner…. Another great method to create a more positive work environment and culture + employee experience! Exit Interviews- Also super critical. You just lost a great employee, the reality is setting in. How can you use their departure as tool to keep others. Sit down with them before they depart, get real with them, understand what motivated them to leave. Use this intel to strategically protect others in the department, or organization.Learning and Development- Find ways to invest in growing your people by supporting them to learn and try new things... Credentials, online certificates, etc... you do not need to offer paying for an MBA, some employees are just looking for ways to grow year over year. Most employees have no idea what their career path looks like, help create a model so that people know where they can go with you....Always promote health and wellness- it is one of the biggest things employees want to date. Octavia, tease internal equity for next and final “chapter”
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Internal Equity 
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Internal Equity Best Practices 
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Conduct
Assessment

Employee Survey 

Identify
Blind Spots

Outdated Practices 

Examine
Data

Survey/Assessment 
findings

Create
Strategy

Short-Term and Long-
Term Plan 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Thank you Octavia, What are the major benefits of focusing on internal equity practices, and what are some steps to consider?Other Benefits Increased productivity. An employer who feels they are treated fairly is more productive than one who feels cheated or unappreciated.Reduced turnover. Fair pay reduces employee turnover because employees feel valued.Acquiring talent. Demonstrating that your company pays its employees fairly helps you attract top talent.Equality. It’s important to ensure that you are treating all employees fairly. As a part of this, fair pay reduces the risk of discrimination lawsuits. Fair pay also fights the gender pay gap (which we discuss further).Improved culture. Having fair pay keeps the company culture positive and collaborative.* source=EDDY HR
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Workforce Trends
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Current Workforce Models
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Octavia to see if there is an updated graph if the numbers haven’t changed….As we come to a close, our final hot button is Workforce Models. We've seen our clients struggle in this area and are losing their top performers and the top reason has been workforce modelsDive into the numbers... As you can see from the data, in-office full time employees is 39% versus 62% that are fully remote. The nonprofits that we’ve served this year alone, have been adopting the hybrid model, which provides employees with a sense of work/life balance. When we partner with our clients on talent searches, the 1st question we typically hear form candidates is…what’s the workforce model? Let's discuss amongst our attendees...
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Polling Question- What is next? 
What is the first thing you may consider implementing as you continue your 
workforce planning journey? 

A. Create an internal re-recruiting strategy
B. Conduct an internal assessment on internal equity
C. Conduct a compensation analysis on your business office or other departments
D. Conduct an employee survey 
E. All the above 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Before we dive into some content, we would like to take an anonymous poll- ready to grade yourself?How would you grade your organization on your overall selection processA+ We should be delivering the presentation todayA We are a force and don’t struggle with recruiting or retention- our process is perfectB We are confident that we are good and are constantly examining our processC We get by, but could improve D We really need to invest more time, resources, and effort in making changesF We haven’t changed anything since we broke ground 200 years ago 
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Final thoughts & action items….
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
AttractingSocial media, employee referrals, networking events and following up with those you’ve metRecruitingIt’s everyone’s job!RetainingStay recruitment practicesOctavia- How are you planning for your organization, when is the last time you have done a compensation analysis, how do you compare to other markets. Are you putting this under the microscope. Higher ed is in a “bubble” When was the last time you have done an employee survey for job satisfaction, organizational assessment, Business Opportunity Assessment, what investments are you making to counterattack what we can anticipate in the future of workforce variables. 
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Thank you!
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Octavia Gilmore
octavia.gilmore@CLAconnect.com
Principal-Talent Solutions 
571-227-9577

Jon Fagan
jon.fagan@CLAconnect.com
Principal-Talent Solutions 
617-658-5215

https://twitter.com/CLAconnect
https://www.facebook.com/CliftonLarsonAllen
https://www.linkedin.com/company/cliftonlarsonallen
https://www.youtube.com/user/CliftonLarsonAllen
https://www.instagram.com/lifeatcla
mailto:octavia.gilmore@CLAconnect.com
mailto:jon.fagan@CLAconnect.com
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Folashade Abiola-Banjac,Esq.

A Conversation about Fraud
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Introduction
Principal
CLA’s  Managing Principal of VFLI 
(Valuations, Forensics, Litigation and Investigations)

Seasoned licensed attorney practicing 
as a forensic accountant leading fraud 
investigations, forensic accounting 
projects, and internal investigations 
for large fortune 100 companies, 
credit unions, government agencies 
and commercial businesses.

21

Folashade 
Abiola-Banjac, Esq.

Folashade.Abiola-
Banjac@claconnect.com
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CFO VS. EXTERNAL AUDITOR VS. FORENSIC 
INVESTIGATOR
• Understand the varying roles of the CFO, external auditor and 

forensic investigator.
• Why is it important for an institution to understand these 

varying roles?

22
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How difficult is it to identify fraud in Higher 
Education?

• Like many institutions, higher education institutions are 
targets of insider and outsider fraud due to the easy access to 
money.

• As fraud becomes a more prevalent issue, it is important to 
understand when an environment is ripe of fraud and the 
ways that fraud is identified in higher education institutions.

23
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Who Can Commit Fraud?

Report to The Nations – Some Statistics on Perpetrators
• Perpetrator’s level of authority has been strongly correlated with the size of the fraud

o Only 23% of frauds in the current study were committed by owners/executives, but the median loss in these cases was 
$337,000

o Employees and managers were much more likely to commit occupational fraud, but, the losses in these schemes were 
much lower—though still substantial

• Correlation between the fraudster’s level of authority and the duration of the occupational 
fraud scheme
o The typical fraud committed by an employee lasted 8 months before it was detected, whereas the typical fraud 

committed by an owner/executive lasted 18 months. Frauds committed by managers had a median duration of 16 
months. 

24

ANYBODY
is capable of committing 

FRAUD

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Anybody is capable of committing fraud. Although anybody can commit fraud, there are certain statistics pertaining to perpetrators that provide some useful information.Although employees and managers tend to be involved in a larger proportion of fraud cases surveyed, the losses in these cases, although still substantial, were much lower than in those cases involving owners/executives.In addition, the level of authority often correlates to how long a fraud typically goes undetected. Based on cases surveyed, fraud committed by an employee was typically detected within one year. Those committed by owners/executives were often detected within two or more years.
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Insider Fraud and Dishonest Employees
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What to look for

Red flags
• Missing or edited journal entries 
• Changes in work habits or behaviors 
• Refusal to take vacation 
• Employee makes unexpected, large purchases 
• Missing inventory, equipment or money
• Employee claims larger than normal travel expenses

26
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When should an institution consider consulting a 
forensic accountant? 

• When you have any indication of something “funky”.

• When the internal controls environment is weak.

• Turnover at the Board level and other key leadership roles.

27
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Steps to consider

• Review controls and access for the accounting system.

• Determine whether one employee can initiate and complete 
requests. i.e. enter and post journal entries.

28

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Identify any duplicative logins
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Recent Forensic Investigations

• Internal controls weaknesses 
o Lack of controls between the institution and their alumni association 

led to misappropriation of assets ~$100,000.

29
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Recent Forensic Investigations

• Budget investigations
o A lack of controls and understanding of the budgetary process led to 

allegations of misappropriations.

30

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Fact pattern:A long term employee was singularly responsible for the cash count, restock and documentation for ATM’s at a credit union.The misappropriation was discovered on a whistleblower tip coupled with an audit on the ATM accounts.CLA notes that the controls in place were in adequate to detect the issue on it’s own and but for the tip the credit union would likely have not discovered the misappropriation.
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Lessons Learned

• ACFE notes
• There is a true need for proactive fraud risk assessments and 

internal controls reviews.
• CLA notes a need for financial institutions to understand the 

internal audit, IT and risk functions in their organizations. 
• It is more cost effective to proactively engage forensic 

services to review and assist with recommendations on how 
to enhance the policies and procedures based on our best 
practice experience. 

31

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This is important because these functions are not tasked with ferreting or focusing on fraud.
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How can I help?

• Proactive Approach
o Reach out for a Fraud Risk Assessment for the areas of concern.
o Request Anti-Fraud training.
o Request ethics training.
o Request an internal controls assessments.

• Reactive Approach
o Forensic Investigation
o Internal Investigation

32
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Contact

33

Folashade 
Abiola-Banjac, Esq.

Folashade.Abiola-
Banjac@claconnect.com

571-227-9542

mailto:Folashade.Abiola-Banjac@claconnect.com
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